
Improv Intensive 2020 
Getting started packet 

 
General Improv Skills/Terms 
 

Acceptance/Yes And - Saying ‘yes’ (either figuratively or literally) to the suggestions your other 
teammates give you and then trying to do something with it to advance the scene.  
 

Brown Bagging – Rude, crude, or inappropriate humor. Not cool.  
 

CORE  - Stands for Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment. Each of these elements 
needs to be in every improv game or scene.  
 

Denial – Sometimes also called Blocking. It is the opposite of Acceptance/Yes Anding. Any time 
a player is rejecting or denying an offer and stopping the game/scene from going forward.  
 

Driving – In improv this team has 2 meanings. The first is the person who is leading the scene. 
This is not a bad thing The second (which is that which we are referring to in this packet) is when 
a player is taking control of a game/scene and not letting other players contribute ideas. This IS a 
bad thing.  
 

Gifting – Sometimes also called endowing. Any time a player “gifts” another by giving them a 
clue as to who they are, where they are, what they are doing, (you get the idea). Obviously, the 
other player should accept and yes and the gift.  
 

Give and Take – Figuring out when your character is the focus of the scene, and when you are 
supporting the scene (as either a background player or going to the side to watch the scene 
happen).  
 

Huddle – The time a team spends together either before the game or in some specialized cases 
during the game to confab about where the scene/game will go.  
 

Justification – Finding a solution or reason why something is happening (or said) in the game. A 
good thing, obviously.  
 
Suggestions/stimulus: Something provided by an audience member via the host to get the scene 
started. The inspiration for a scene. Every scene will start with one. 
 
 

How Improv Intensive works 
- There is a limit of 38 teams who may participate in this event. The first 38 to register 

correctly will be the ones allowed to play. 
- Each school may submit 1 team of 4-5 students who have been working solidly 

(pre-conference) on the games that will be scored by the Improv Intensive adjudicators. 
They will need to know the e-mail address of the captain when registering online, as well 
as each team member’s Thespian ID number.  

- All teams registered to play will be sent the rules for the 6 potential games they may be 
asked to play, as well as brief coaching tips for each of those games. The teams will be 
asked to play 3 of these games, but should prepare all 6 since they don’t know which 3 
they will be asked to play. When playing the games for competition there is a time limit 
of 6 minutes (*this is an increase of one minute from the previous few years). 



- Round One will consist of a Head-to-Head game. This round will be played Thursday 
evening after the Main Stage. The other 2 rounds will be single team games played on 
Saturday morning.  

- The teams will go to each of 3-5 rooms and play whatever game that adjudicator states is 
the game for the room. Each of the 3 sessions is 60 minutes long. All audience members 
will be required to remain in the room the entire session. With the exception of round 1, 
Teams will go in 1 at a time, and then remain in the room to watch the other teams until 
all 5-6 teams have performed in that session. Then they will move onto their next room 
for the next game/session, and finally the last room/game/session. This means that all 6 
teams in a room will play the same game and be judged accordingly (see points awarded 
section below). Round 1 will have the first 3-5 teams perform for 20 minutes, the next 
3-5 teams for the next 20 minutes, and finally the last 3-5 teams in the final 20 minutes. 
In this round only the teams may leave after they have performed. 

 

Ratings will be awarded based on 
- The team’s ability to work together as a cohesive unit. All players should play each game 

(with the exception of games where the description allows less players to play). Both 
group participation and each individual member’s ability to participate in the game is 
essential. In other words – no driving (see terms above), focus on ensemble. 

- The team’s ability to understand and follow the rules to the games sent to them in 
advance. It’s really important that all teams read and practice playing by these rules in 
advance. Many times games are taught with slightly different rules or go by different 
names, and since consistency is important all teams need to make sure they are familiar 
with how we will play the games in advance.  

- Complete structure in the scene (beginning, middle, end). 
- Whether the game/scene advanced/made sense and did not have denial. 
- Ability to play each game within the allotted time limit of 5 minutes 
- CORE needs to be present in each game (see terms above) 
- Playing at the top of their intelligence (i.e. no brown bagging). Teams who score a 

superior in all three rounds, but brown bag even once will not receive a superior rating 
overall. 

- The team’s ability to entertain both the adjudicator(s) and the audience. 
- TEAMS ARE NOT COMPETING AGAINST EACH OTHER – they are competing 

for their best rating (Fair to Superior). Teams that receive an overall score of Superior in 
each of the 3 rounds will be announced at the closing ceremonies and may be invited to 
perform at the final IE Showcase.  We have changed the title to Improv Intensive from 
Improv Olympix because of this fact. 

Team Member Requirements 
- All team members must be initiated members of ITS at the time the team is registered to 

compete. Member numbers will be required at the time of registration.  
- Teams of  5 must reflect a 2/3 gender mix – 2 of 1 gender and 2-3 of the opposite gender. 

Teams of 4 must reflect a 2/2 gender mix. No team may have less than 4 or more than 5 
and any team that does not reflect this gender make-up will be disqualified.  

- Same sex schools are exempt from the 2/3 gender mix, however may invite member(s) 
from another school of the opposite gender to join their team. This invited team member 
must meet the Thespian requirement.  

- In the event a new player must be substituted onto the team after registration closes, said 
new member must bring their ITS card to the conference check-in and the team must still 



reflect the 2/3 gender mix. No more than 1 player may be subbed in after registration 
closes.  

Online Improv Resources  
The following is a list of some improv websites. Remember that sometimes the rules they list for 
a particular game may not be the same as the ones we use for our event.  

- http://improvencyclopedia.org 
- http://www.unexpectedproductions.org/living_playbook.htm 
- http://www.learnimprov.com/ 

Schedule 
Thursday evening - Round 1 Head-to-Head,  
Saturday morning - Round 2 & Round 3 

http://improvencyclopedia.org/
http://improvencyclopedia.org/
http://www.unexpectedproductions.org/living_playbook.htm
http://www.unexpectedproductions.org/living_playbook.htm
http://www.learnimprov.com/
http://www.learnimprov.com/


Improv Intensive 2020 Scoring 
 

School:      Group Name:  
Round # 1 Game:  
Judge:________________________ 
 

Was this group able to play this game as a cohesive unit? (All team members participated, each 
member played as a team without any “driving” - each member gave and took focus appropriately.) 
 

   Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
Was CORE (Character, Objective, Relationship, and Environment) present in the game the team 
played?  
    Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
Did the game/scene have complete structure (beginning, middle, end)? 

 

    Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
Did the game/scene advance and make sense (no denial)? 

 

    Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
Was this group able to follow the rules of the game as they were given to them? 
  
    Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
Was the team able to play this game within the time limit of 6 minutes? (If it was abnormally 
shorter, then please score lower. If they go over by more than 30 seconds, call the scene and give them a 1 
in this section).  
   
    Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
 
Did the team play at the top of their intelligence without using shock value or “brown 
bagging”/blue humor? A brown bag eliminates a team from an total rating of superior. 
  
     Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 
 
Was the Improv Olympix Adjudicator for this game entertained? 
  

         Fair                        Good                                 Excellent                          Superior 
       1    2         3            4 

TOTAL RATING (Judges add up your points for a total below) 
 Fair                    Good                Excellent             Superior 

  8-12    13-19     20-27          28-32 
 

NOTES: 



IMPROV INTENSIVE 2020 

Games packet 
  

HEAD TO HEAD GAMES 

OPENER 

The game starts with one line per team off to each side of the stage. Near the front of each                    
line is a container full of slips of paper with good opening lines on them. The slips will be                   
stirred. The first person from each team will draw a random line before the scene begins                
and have a chance to read it quietly to themselves and put it in their pocket. Both players                  
step into the scene and recite their opening lines, one after the other. Then the two must                 
make a good scene from all the juxtaposed elements of the opener. One of the next players                 
in line will call “Scene!” when they feel like the performers have reached a reasonable high                
point in their brief-but-complete scene. At that time, the on-stage performers end their             
scene and move to the end of their team’s lines. The next two players will immediately                
enter, speaking their lines, and so forth. 

While a scene goes on, the next players in line from each team draw a line and silently                  
prepare themselves. No one else in line may draw slips until they are in at the front of the                   
line. 

At the end of the game, all players either return the slips of paper to the basket or hand                   
them to the judges, depending on what the judges want. 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS: 

● When you practice you don’t need to write things on slips of paper. The second 
person in line can always whisper an improvised line into the first person’s ear. 
Good openers have strong elements of character, objective, relationship, and 
environment. 

● Learn to cherish whatever endowment you are forced to speak into the scene or 
whatever your partner speaks into the scene. The endowments that feel the most 
inconvenient to you as a performer are the most important ones to the audience. 

● Go with gusto. Whether you succeed or fail, the audience will enjoy it. 



● Learn when to call “Scene!” It could be after a big laugh, after some kind of 
resolution is found, or whenever Character, Objective, Relationship, and 
Environment are established. But whenever it is, remember that this game has a 
time limit!  

FOR EXAMPLE: 

Team A lines up on the left. Team B on the right. Shyam from Team A draws a line and so 
does Monica from Team B. They read them silently and when the host is sure they are 
ready, says, “Begin.” Monica recites the line she just read: “Mrs. Periwinkle, I found this 
darn hound dog of yours leashed upstairs to the post of my bed!” Shyam responds with 
“Captain, limes are indigeonous to this planet and grow everywhere. There is no need to 
stuff your pockets with them.” Very quickly, the two of them work out that Mrs. Periwinkle 
is a Vulcan who gave the Captain a hound for sniffing out superfoods other than limes. 
Their ship has crashed and the crew is malnourished. The Captain promotes Mrs. 
Periwinkle after the hound finds a patch of Kale. (Meanwhile, Jessica from Team A and Tre 
from Team B have already read and memorized their lines.)  

Jessica from Team A says “Scene!” As Shyam and Monica exit the stage, Tre from Team B 
enters the stage saying, “Thy treasonous tongue is as dark as thy bubbling cauldron, thou 
evil witch!” Jessica responds with, “Momma, you bought me a pony?! I love you I love you I 
love you!” Etc. 

BLIND FREEZE 

Like Freeze, except all players who are not acting are “blind:” lined up at the back of the                  
stage with backs to the performers. To make transitions quick, the blind teams will rotate               
into the next scene. Team A will line up on the left side. Team B will be on the right.  
 

 



● One player from each team will begin a scene based on a stimulus from the host.  
● Once the scene has begun, the two players at the front of the line (closest to the                 

middle of the stage) may call out freeze at any time with their backs to the scene.                 
When that happens, the scene stops and the players freeze in place. The player who               
called freeze must then turn around and replace one of the frozen players with a tap                
on the shoulder. They must take on the exact physical position of the player they               
have replaced. 

● Every time new players start a scene, the rest of the blind players in line step                
towards the middle. 

● The scene must start fresh with brand new CORE (characters, objective,           
relationships, and environment). 

● The replaced player goes to the back of his or her line (stage far left of stage far                  
right)  and turns their back to the scene. 

● This process continues until the host ends the game. 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS: 
● It is all about how creative a player can be with what they discover as to the 

positions of the current players in the scene. Do not begin a scene in a new physical 
position. 

● The stimulus at the beginning of the game will shift as scenes take place. Use the 
body position of the player you replace as your stimulus for your scene 

● Rotations and the back line needs to be so crisp they are virtually invisible to the 
audience. Try not to draw attention to yourself by moving slowly, swaying, chatting 
with each other, etc. Be patient but alert. 

 

TEAM GAMES 

*Both round 2 & 3 games have a time limit of 6 minutes 

SERIES OF GOOD EXITS 

Players are all at a party celebrating something that the host provides. One by one, a                
character will say “Time to go." The player must then make a very civilized exit (for their                 
character). 
 

● Players must find the right moment to leave, but make it soon. 
● Players must seize the moment: Take control of the room and start for the door, all  
● the while gathering things, using the space, and telling some regaling story that ups              

the  
● ante and adds detail to the plot. During this time, all other players are primarily               

listeners, but can respond if needed to add endowments. Example: “Remember that            
wild boat ride, Johnny? Sure do, Lisa, you almost drowned!” 

● It's a chain reaction: one exit will initiate another exit, meeting the same criteria 



● The last person should be left to handle SOMETHING. Example: “well, I guess it is               
time to get to the bank to deposit the lottery winnings.” 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS: 
● At the doorway, make your exit matter 
● This is a character driven scene. Make sure characters are varied enough that the              

scene isn’t boring, but can still communicate well. 
● The scene is set up for the team with the stimulus and the objective of each player is                  

to exit. The team is responsible for environment, characters, and relationships. 
● Players should give it a few seconds and transition into their exit. It should not be a                 

scramble to the door one right after the other. 
 

FOR EXAMPLE: 
 
For example: 
There are 5 people celebrating their lottery win. All the players set up CORE while mingling                
and then after 30-45 seconds, the first person says, “Time to go!” and proceeds to walk to                 
the imaginary closet and get his coat while talking about how he is going to spend his                 
portion of the winnings to buy that above ground pool and fill it with very rare fish. Along                  
the way to the door, he makes references to his love of exotic fish toward other players                 
such as, “I just never got over my obsession with Clown fish after that Australian dental                
visit. Janet, you remember that trip?” Then Janet might yes/and the statement with, “Oh              
yeah, Carl! Your obsession almost wiped out an entire ecosystem! ”. Once they are gone,               
each player leaves the same way until the final person wraps up the scene. 

 

SPORTSCASTER 

An everyday activity is chosen from the audience, such as mowing the lawn, washing the 
dishes, cleaning the toilet, etc. and it is to be presented as an Olympic or World 
Championship Event. Two players are commentators, two other players are athletes, and 
one player is responsible for the commercial break. The athletes go head to head in 
whatever activity is chosen, and the commentators talk about everything happening 
within the scene. The commentators describe what the competitors are doing, just like all 
sports commentators.  The commentators have the ability to pause the scene, rewind, use 
slow motion, or whatever else they may think of. The athletes pantomime the activity and 
do not talk.  

 
Option: *If you have 4 players, remove the commercial component. 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS: 



● Commentators: Define your character and make them distinct from one another.  As 
commentators, you define the athletes...are they new to the sport, are they the 
champion, etc.  Be careful not to Bulldoze.  You both should have about the same 
amount of speaking time; keep it balanced. 

● Athletes: LISTEN to the Commentators-they will describe your character. When 
performing the event, don’t make it easy; make certain there is some 
conflict/struggle with performing the event-even if you are the Champ. LISTEN 
carefully and pay attention to DETAIL-you may have to rewind and perform in slow 
motion. 

● Commercial break: The commercial should tie in to the olympic sport.  For example, 
if the sport is washing dishes, the commercial could be about dish soap.  The 
product should not exist (ie: not Dawn dishwashing soap...It’s “Extreme Clean” 
dishwashing soap. 

FOR EXAMPLE: 
Here’s the outline: 

1) The commentators do an intro (establish CORE) 
Commentator 1: Welcome to the Grand Championship of “How do you clean your 
dishes”. I’m Bob the King of Sports 
Comentator 2: And I am Sam, the Greatest of all time..  We are so happy you are here 
tonight.  Tonight is going to blow your mind as you see the athletes compete for the 
Title of Best Dishwasher on Earth. Our first contestant is ...who... 
Commentator 1: Our second contestant is…who...  Let’s get started with the First 
Competitor. 

2) The first competitor is up 
Commentators start describing the action, noting technique, can call out pause, 
rewind, watch again, watch in slow motion, etc.  State how impressed by what they 
saw.  State time for a commercial break. 

3) A commercial break 
Actor presents a commercial directly tied to the competition.  “Extreme Clean” is the 
best because...you can get it for….etc.  (Think Phil Swift) 

4) The second competitor  
Commentators...and we’re back.  Up next we have...I wonder how they’ll do. 
Compare techniques while commenting, pause, rewind, slow-mo, fast forward, etc. 

5) The commentators choose a winner and wrap the show.  
Commentators...that was outstanding. Based on what we saw, the winner is….they 
receive...blah, blah, blah of the commercial product.  Thanks for tuning in tonight 
and we’ll see you next year right here on WASH(can hum music like ESPN). 



 

VIRAL YOUTUBE VIDEO 

The host provides a contrived Youtube viral video title and players must create a scene that                
demonstrates how the Youtube video came into being from beginning to end. 
 

● The scene can move across time as slow or as fast as desired. For example, a scene                 
can take place over one day or over several years. 

● Every player must play a role at some point. 
● The scene must conclude with someone on the team saying the Youtube video title              

out loud. 
● The game time limit is 6 minutes. The team must end the scene before or at 6                 

minutes. If not, the host will end the game and the team will lose points. 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS: 
● Time your team when in rehearsal. 
● Discover which role each player is best in (i.e. the player who has a great memory                

should be in charge of moving the scene in the direction that will lead to the title at                  
the end or can say it themselves) 

● This game has a bit of long form influence in that the scene should start in a way that                   
seems impossible to relate to the title and then make its way there over the course                
of the scene. This is a difficult thing to accomplish – make sure to practice this                
technique (google the long form game Time Line) 

 

FOR EXAMPLE: 
If the title is something like, “Miraculous Save”, the scene could start with a group of soccer                 
moms who are cheering on their kids. They begin to compete with each other while               
explaining how many achievements their kids have made over the past year. Finally, it              
grows more and more out of control until one of the moms says that they must settle this                  
with a drag race in the creek like in the movie Grease. They then proceed to drag race and                   
one of them crashes. The soccer moms have to come back together to get the trapped                
mother out of the car and to a hospital where she is saved by a doctor who says, “this was a                     
miraculous save” to end the scene. 

 

UNDERSTUDY 

Two people are playing a scene (A & B) and two to three have to wait out in the hallway. (C, 
D, & E). 
 



Given a location, the two actors (A & B) develop a scene.  At some point, an actor (A) gets 
hurt and yells for an understudy.  The understudy (Actor C), who has not scene the scene, 
has to replay the scene with the original actor (B).  However, Actor B is now playing the 
role of Actor A thus Actor B is now driving the scene and Actor C is playing along.  Actor B, 
will then get hurt, call for an understudy and leave the scene. Actor D arrives and Actor C is 
now playing what Actor B played, and now Actor C is driving the scene while Actor D is 
playing along. Actor C, will then get hurt, call for an understudy and leave the scene.  Actor 
D is now playing what Actor C played, and now Actor D is driving the scene while Actor E is 
playing along.  This scene needs to have Actor D getting hurt and calling for Understudy, 
but nobody comes.  Actor E then needs to figure out a way to end the scene with the injured 
actor. 

 

TIPS FOR PLAYERS:  

● Pay attention to what your partner is doing.  You are going to have to recreate what 
they just did. 

● If you are the new person in the scene, remember that you are NOT driving the 
scene.  You are to play along and allow you partner to lead.  Pay attention to the 
clues they give you. 

● Do NOT forget CORE. Establish it quickly. 
● Make certain there is some sort of conflict/struggle. 
● Do NOT actually get HURT. 

FOR EXAMPLE: 

Actor A works at an Ice Cream Shop and Actor B is ordering.  Actor A gets impatient, finally 
gets the order, but when he tries to get the ice cream, the machine goes haywire and 
doesn’t stop.  The ice cream starts to get all over the floor, and Actor A slips and falls and 
shouts Understudy. 

Actor B now becomes the worker in the Ice cream shop and does his best to play out the 
scene as before.  However, Actor C has NO IDEA what is going on.  Actor B attempts to Drive 
Actor C through the scene...it won’t be identical, but that’s the fun.  Ultimately Actor B gets 
hurt and shouts Understudy. 

Actor C now becomes the worker in the Ice Cream shop (hopefully it is still that if Actor B 
was successful in conveying the CORE from the original scene.)  Actor D is playing along 
and the scene continues. Actor C gets hurt and shouts for Understudy. 



Actor D now becomes the worker and Actor E is playing along.  Actor D gets injured and 
shouts for Understudy. However, no one is coming to the rescue, so Actor E has to figure 
out a way to end the scene with the injured actor. 
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